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 Defects in the Qurbaani Animal 

Q: Will an animal afflicted with mange (a skin disease caused by parasitic mites causing severe itching, 
hair loss, and the formation of scabs and lesions) suffice for Qurbaani? 

A: If the animal is strong it will suffice for Qurbaani. If the animal is extremely weak due to the mange, it 
will not suffice for Qurbaani.  

Q: An animal which was free from any defect was purchased for Qurbaani. Later on its leg broke or 
some defect occurred which rendered it invalid for Qurbaani. Can such an animal be slaughtered for 
Qurbaani? 
A: Such an animal cannot be slaughtered for Qurbaani.  
 
Q: A poor person (upon whom Qurbaani was not waajib) purchased an animal free from any defect but 
later on its leg broke or some defect occurred, which rendered it invalid for Qurbaani. Can this person 
slaughter such an animal for Qurbaani? 
A: The poor person can slaughter such an animal for Qurbaani.  
 
Q: Can an animal whose eyesight is impaired be slaughtered for Qurbaani? 
A: If more than one-third of the animal’s eyesight is lost, it will not suffice for Qurbaani.  
 
Q: If an animal’s tail or ear is cut off, will it suffice for Qurbaani? 
A: If more than one-third of the animal’s tail or ear is cut off, it will not suffice.  
 
Q: Can an animal which is lame in one leg be slaughtered for Qurbaani? 
A: If it only walks on three legs and does not take support from the lame leg, then it will not suffice for 
Qurbaani. However if it takes support from the lame leg, it will suffice.  
 
Q: Is it permissible to slaughter a frail animal for Qurbaani? 
A: If it is extremely frail then it will not suffice for Qurbaani.  
 
Q: Will a toothless animal suffice for Qurbaani? 
A: If it does not have any teeth and is unable to graze, it will not suffice. However if it is able to graze it 
will suffice for Qurbaani.  
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Q: Is it permissible to slaughter an animal born without ears for Qurbaani? 
A: It is impermissible to slaughter an animal born without ears for Qurbaani.  
 
Q: Can Qurbaani be made of an animal whose horn has broken off? 
A: If the horn has broken off from the root, it will not suffice for Qurbaani. However if it did not break 
off from the root, it will suffice.  
 
Q: What should be done with the skin of the Qurbaani animal? 
A: One can use the skin of the Qurbaani animal for one’s personal needs. Similarly gifting it or giving it in 
charity is permissible.  
 
Q: Is it permissible to sell the skin? 
A: It is permissible. However, the money must be given in Sadaqah.  
 
Q: Is it permissible to give the Qurbaani meat to those employed for skinning, etc. as remuneration? 
A: It is impermissible to give the Qurbaani meat to those employed in skinning etc. as remuneration.  

 


